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True metrix air app

THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Page 2 THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone.THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Page 2 THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone. With true manager™ AIR Mobile App and true metrix® AIR Blood Glucose wireless meter, you
can track data to get valuable information that combines daily activity with glucose results. Easy-to-read charts, charts, and customizable notes make it possible to understand your data. Also share data with healthcare providers, friends, and family to help treat diabetes. Features:o The easy-to-use log shows the date,
time, blood glucose results and event marker with metero Additional event markers can be added to the results in addition to personal notes, each blood glucose score is color-coded to indicate if you are within the acceptable range. You can adjust the ranges provided by your healthcare professional or use the default
setting, which is the American Diabetes Association's 2015 target ranges (mg/dl): YELLOW = Above normal &gt;130GREEN = Normal 80-130RED = Hypoglycemic &lt;70NOTE: Your doctor or healthcare professional determines how often to test and what are the target ranges for blood glucose outcomes. o Six reports
provide total knowledge: ▪ average report - See 7, 14, 30, 60, 90 and 120 days averages to review overall trends and point areas to improve. ▪ Compatibility Report - This report displays the results before and after a meal in pie chart format. Each pie chart is divided into colored sections identifying the percentage of
glucose results that are above, within, or below the target ranges for each test time. ▪ Glucose Trend Report – This chart can be customized by target range, date and time to reveal patterns and quickly identify glucose results that are too low or too high. ▪ Logbook Report - Review all glucose results, including control
results, over a specified period in chronological order. ▪ a modal day/week report that displays all results in specific time blocks per day or week. Color coded for easy viewing of glucose results within, above, or below custom target ranges. o Share data via PDF via email with healthcare professionals, friends and family.o
help screens are available on most pages if you need help. Important information:• TRUE MANAGER AIR is not for diagnostic use.• NEVER change your treatment plan without consulting your doctor or healthcare professional.• TRUE MANAGER AIR is only available with specific supported mobile devices. Go to for a list
of compatible mobile devices.• This product is intended for single patient use to support better treatment of diabetes without presenting specific treatment or treatment proposals. • For pairing instructions, refer to true metrix® AIR. April 30, 2020 version 2.1.0 Bug fixes and compatibility improvements 1st reviewer stated
that the app works with iPad Air, which is the latest latest I have an iPad2, so when you get to the App Store, you don't even see that app until you touch the first card &amp; change from iPad to iPhone. Only then will you even see the app. I successfully downloaded &amp; installed it so it only displays in portrait
orientation, but it won't remain open for me to do anything with the app just kept closing &amp; returning to my home screen. My iPad &amp; iPhone have both iOS 9.3.3, so I dare say it wasn't designed to work with iPads or just newer iPads, especially since it doesn't even see the bookmarked app on the iPad. This is
often the case with many applications; however, normally when I switch the card to iPhone, I can install &amp; use the app. Paired with my iPhone easily, but it will work with the developer about the fact that it does not install on my iPad. As for the usefulness of the application, it will soon say; I'm trying to pair it with my
insulin pump, so far I don't go, so I'll ask the developer about it as well, because it's much more beneficial to me. So I only rated it as 2 because without an iPad, or insulin pump I don't see the benefits for me to even use the app. Thank you for your feedback. Contact us at 1-800-803-6025. Customer service will be able
to provide you with further assistance. See reference number: 01564297 This app has great potential, but unfortunately it's not great. It does what it says- syncs with the meter via Bluetooth, but that's the point. It also doesn't work in dark mode in iOS, which is really a pain. I have to constantly change the settings to use
the app, but I'm wandering... In my experience, most people who are monitoring blood sugar are also monitoring other health statistics such as weight, blood pressure, ketones, and drug tracking. This app doesn't have to be able to do everything, but it would be great if it could share data with apps that we all already use
to track it, like Apple Health. I eat Freahly meals and follow my nutrition by syncing Apple Health with the Fresh App. My activity ring and watch syncs activity and heart rate with Apple Health. Being able to share this app with my readings using the Apple Health app would allow me to track all my readings and compare
with nutrition, weight, and blood pressure data to make positive changes to address or prevent health problems. It was good (even great) for the first week after downloading it. It was really helpful for me to see all my blood sugar readings in one place and organized the way I like it, without having to memorize writing
down each of my readings during the day. The Bluetooth connection was a next-level feature that I had to motivate to do more because when I connect my meter and iPhone and the results, I feel really proud of myself, which is as important as the type 1 that can't catch a break in this disease. But after the first week of
using this app, it constantly crashes and it is the most frustrating frustrating Ever. As soon as you click on the app and it opens on your home screen, the app closes and you suddenly stare at your iPhone's home screen. Even if you try to close and reopen the app, it does the same again and turns off before taking any
blood sugar readings from the True Metrix meter. I had so much hope for this app. Thank you for your feedback. Contact us at 1-800-803-6025. Customer service will be able to provide you with further assistance. Please refer to case number: 01863 Developer Trividia Health, Inc. did not provide Apple with details of its
privacy and data processing practices. For more information, see your privacy policy. The developer will need to provide privacy details when submitting the next app update. Developer app privacy policy With the TRUE MANAGER AIR mobile app and TRUE METRIX AIR BLOOD Glucose wireless meter, you can track
data for valuable information that combines daily activity with glucose results. Easy-to-read charts, charts, and customizable notes make it possible to understand your data. Also share data with healthcare providers, friends, and family to help treat diabetes. Features:o The easy-to-use log shows the date, time, blood
glucose results and event marker with metero Additional event markers can be added to the results in addition to personal notes, each blood glucose score is color-coded to indicate if you are within the acceptable range. You can adjust the ranges provided by your healthcare professional or use the default setting, which
is the American Diabetes Association's 2015 target ranges (mg/dl):YELLOW = Above Normal &gt;130GREEN = Normal 80-80-8130RED = Hypoglycemic &lt;70NOTE: YOUR DOCTOR OR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL DETERMINES HOW OFTEN TO TEST AND WHAT ARE THE TARGET RANGES FOR BLOOD
GLUCOSE RESULTS.o Six reports provide total insight :Average report - See 7, 14, 30, 60, 90 and 120 days average to review overall trends and point areas for improvement. Compatibility report – This report displays the glucose before and after meals in pie chart format. Each pie chart is divided into colored sections
identifying the percentage of glucose results that are above, within, or below the target ranges for each test time. Glucose Trends Report – This chart can be customized by target range, date and time to reveal patterns and quickly identify glucose results that are too low or too high. Logbook Report - Review all glucose
results, including control results, over a specified period of time in chronological order. Modal Day/Week Report View results in specific blocks of time per day or week. Color coded for easy viewing of glucose results within, above, or below custom target ranges. Summary report An excellent overview of glucose test
results and trends in 1 easy-to-read document.o Share data via PDF Emails from healthcare professionals, friends, and familyo Help screens are available on most pages if you need help. Important information:TRUE MANAGER AIR is not for diagnostic use. NEVER change your treatment plan without consulting your
doctor or healthcare professional. TRUE MANAGER AIR App is intended for use only with specific supported mobile devices. Go to www.trividiahealth.com/truemanagerair for a list of compatible mobile devices. This product is intended for a single patient to support better treatment of diabetes without providing specific
treatment or treatment proposals. For instructions on pairing, refer to the true metrix air owners brochure. Free7.76 MB Continue the app With TRUE MANAGER™ air mobile app and TRUE METRIX® AIR Blood Glucose wireless meter, you can track your data to get valuable information that combines daily activity with
glucose results. Easy-to-read charts, charts, and customizable notes make it possible to understand your data. Also share data with healthcare providers, friends, and family to help treat diabetes. Features: o Easy-to-use log shows date, time, blood glucose results and event marker with meter o Additional event markers
can be added to the results in addition to personal notes about each blood glucose score being color-coded to indicate if you are within the acceptable range. You can customize the ranges provided by your healthcare professional or use the default settings, which are the american diabetes association's 2015 target
ranges (mg/dl): yellow =&gt; GREEN = Normal 80-130 RED = Hypoglycemia Here you can find the TRUE MANAGER™ AIR change log since it was published on our website on 2016-09-26. The latest version is 2.5.1 and has been updated soft112.com 2021-01-11. Below you will find changes in each version: bug fixes
and compatibility improvements
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